Event Notification Services (ENS) inform about the occurrences of events that are of special interest for the service's users, e.g. the publication of new Internet content. Upcoming systems for event notification, such as mobile traveller information systems and remote monitoring of commercial buildings, cover multiple applications and integrate event data from different sources.

A main challenge is the evaluation of user profiles under different and changing application requirements. Of particular interest are (1) profile evaluation using differing semantics and (2) high filter performance under changing system load.

This talk introduces the design and implementation of A-mediAS – an adaptive event notification system. A case study of a remote monitoring application shows the effective adaptation of evaluation semantics in A-mediAS. Different event filtering strategies are introduced and their adaptation to varying event and profile distributions are shown. Finally, the transfer of event notification concepts into new applications, such as the Semantic Web is discussed. Spectral collocation methods have become very useful in providing highly accurate solutions to differential equations. A straightforward implementation of these methods involves the use of spectral differentiation matrices. To obtain optimal accuracy these matrices must be computed carefully. We demonstrate that naive algorithms for computing these matrices suffer from severe loss of accuracy due to roundoff errors. Several improvements are analyzed and compared. A number of numerical examples are provided, demonstrating significant differences between the sensitivity of the forward problem and inverse problem.
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